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Thank you for your letter of IS*** September.

Let me explain in a little more detail what we can do at the PCC. By definition we will 
remain a largely reactive organisation because that is what a complaints service will 
always be. But, by the very fact of creating a parallel “jurisprudence” across our Code 
of Practice, our mission becomes also one of raising standards and building good 
practice in the newspaper industry.

We will often publicly censure a newspaper, when a complaint has been upheld and it 
has proved impossible to reconcile complainant and editor. But the most important 
point to emphasise is that the PCC process of responding to a complaint is one of 
dispute resolution. The aim is to bring the two sides together. Nine times out of ten the 
PCC is successful. This means that a complaint to the PCC can result in improved 
imderstanding between the newspaper and complainant, whether individual or 
organisation.

We also do a lot of “pro-active” things as well: spreading the word about the services 
the PCC offers, training journalists, working with the police family liaison officers, 
disseminating guidance notes to editors on good practice in reporting on sensitive 
issues, such as mental health.

This is a rather long-winded way of sa5dng that if you feel that a newspaper has broken 
the PCC’s Code of Practice, you should never be deterred from coming to us. We are 
always very happy to give informal advice before any complaint is made.
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Beyond all this, I do not think we eould go further and hold the ring, as it were, between 
the voluntary seetor and editors. I am sure you have done this already: but my adviee 
to the voluntary sector is the same as to the corporate. Put a really good press 
department in your organisation that is itself staffed by pro-aetive operators. Unlike the 
PCC, there is no struetural reason for press offieers/“eoiporate eommunieators” to be 
largely reaetive. It would do no harm for you yourself oeeasionally to give interviews 
and to Ivmeh national editors.

I enelose an information paek on the PCC, whieh ineludes the latest version of the Code 
of Praetiee.

,

Sir Christopher Meyer

Enc. Information paek
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